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We have measured the Mn2p spectra of MnP and Mn-metal at room temperature and 16K.We
 
have performed a curve fiting of the spectra calculated based on Doniach-Sunjic line shape with
 
measured spectra in Mn2p core-level,and have obtained the most suitable values of the parameters.
In this procedure,we have introduced a statistical test into the evaluation of the curve fiting of the
 
core-level photoemission spectrum and have tried to establish a method to enable the quantitative
 
argument.The curve fiting procedure wel reproduces the measured spectra in both MnP and Mn
-Metal,when a satelite structure is taken into account.The asymmetric parameterαin the Mn2p
 
spectrum of MnP is 0.28 for the room temperature and 0.26 for 16K,decreasing about 7％ with
 
temperature decreasing.This result does not contradict the other experimental results and the model
 
proposed.In addition,this suggests the possibility that the change in DOS at the Fermi level
 























































































































以上を元に、Mic スosoftのExcel2002上で計算セルを自作し、測定スペクトルと計算 ルペクト と
Γ






































Fig.1 Mn2p photoemission spectra of MnP
(A)and Mn-Metal.The spectra are
 
normalized with respect to the peak
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いうことを強調しておく。これは次で述べるカーブフィッティングと関係する。
Fig.4 Mn2p photoemission spectra of MnP
(B).The spectra are normalized
 
with respect to the peak intensity of
 
the Mn2p??line.
Fig.5 Comparison of sample A and sample
 
B.The spectra are normalized with
 







Fig.3 Mn2p photoemission spectra of Mn-
Metal.The spectra are normalized
 
with respect to the peak intensity of
 
the Mn2p??line.
Fig.2 Mn2p photoemission spectra of MnP
(A).The spectra are normalized
 




















Fig.6 Mn2p spectra in a wide energy region  Fig.7 Mn Auger spectra.
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Fig.8 Comparison of the calculated spectra with satelite and those without satelite.Lower
 
figure:Component of calculated spectra.Upper figure:Fiting the experimental spectra
 























Table 1 Fiting parameters.“spliting energy”stands for energy separation between a main line and the
 
satelite line.The satelite line is higher in binding energy than the main line.“intensity ratio”
stands for(integrated intensity for the satelite line)/(integrated intensity for the main line)×
100.We assume as folows:(1)αfor the Mn2p??main line and that for the Mn2p??main line
 
are the same.(2)The energy separation between the main line and the satelite line for Mn2p??
and that for Mn2p??are the same.(3)For satelite lines,αandγare the same as that for their
 
respective main lines.(4)“intensity ratio”for Mn2p??and that for Mn2p??are the same.














R.T. 638.0  0.08  649.1  0.36 0.28  4.50  1.6  13.5 MnP  16K  638.0  0.07  649.1  0.37 0.26  5.29  1.6  15.0
 
R.T. 637.9  0.13  649.0  0.34 0.37  2.85  8.5  5.0 Mn  16K  637.9  0.12  649.0  0.34 0.37  2.83  8.5  6.0
 





































































らる転 んと本質的に変わ おないと か定すれば 磁温度変化による強磁性 の転らせ 性へ に
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